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Sacrifices 
" ••• to the Noble Wives, Mothers, and Sisters 
of the Volunteer soldiers, whose Generous Deeds, 
Weary Anxieties and Tearful Mournings during 
the Great struggle, were the Most sacred Sacrifices 
made at the Alter of Patriotism. 1i 
(F. Y. Hedley, Marching through Georgia) 
"It seems to be charged with a personal message. It. 
motion appears to be slow and deliberate; it is so sure of its 
mark that there is no need for haste. At first it is a small 
black blotch on the sky_ It grows. It is as large as a tin-
cup -- as a plate -- a barrel. Now its immensity fills the 
entire field of Vision. shutting out trees and sky." 
On December 19, 1864, in a clearing seven miles west of 
Savannah, a cannonball fell on the color company of the 32nd 
Illinois infantry. It was remarkable particularly to the 
captain, Ed Lawson, who received a piece of it in his stomach, 
and to the adjutant, F. Y. Hedley, who wrote about it 21 years 
later in his memoirs. By that time the captain was dead. 
"It is not too much to say ,that this injury hastened his death. 
which occurred a few years afterward, wrote Hedley_ 
"The Author offers no apology for his style of writing,!t 
Hedley wrote in the preface to Marching Through Georgia: Pen-
Pictures of Everyday Life in General Sherman's army. !tHe bas 
made no endeavor to meet the possible requirement of critiCS, 
but has written for those who enter into the spirit which 
actuated the volunteer soldier during the War for the Union. 
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The Author does not hesitate to place his work before his old 
comrades .. II 
Evette Du Camp, President of the Macon chapter of the 
Un! ted Daughters of the Confederacy 110 years after the Surrender" 
did not consider herself one of the Author's old comrades8 
Nor did she call the War Between the states "the War for the 
Union,," She did, however, value Hedley's work. She included 
it in the Historical Room, albeit on the 'shelf labelled Northern 
writers, because Hedley was part of the only battle that 
included Macon, her home since 1954. Unhappily, Hedley had not 
considered the Macon battle noteworthy and did not include it in 
his recoIl ections.. Others· did. The Macon U. D .. C. chapter owned 
the modest, but definitive, collection of books on the SUbject. 
On November 17, 1864, Sherman's army, two days out of the 
ruined Atlanta, beseiged Forsyth and East Macon. According to 
Gustavus W. Smith, Major-General, C.S.A., the "formidable demon-
stration ll lasted several hours, then the Federals moved on. 
"The militia saved Macon, II he wrote after the war. "but Sherman 
was only passing through it to his ultimate destination ... savannah." 
Evette Du Camp was not fond of the president of the U.D.C. 
in Savannah. Lily Haynes Gregory, grand-daughter of the Colonel 
Ha;)I'nes wounded on board the "Governor Moore" and lauded in several 
prominent texts, as well as in a number of minor diaries, had 
shown up at the last district meeting wearing a chain-link belt 
with her ancestor's Distinguished Service medal as a buckle~ 
Her chapter boasted the largest membership in Georgia (second 
lar ges t in the country _ after Richmond) and the cura tors'hip of 
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over a dozen ante-bellum homes, two battlefields, and the 
finest collection of Confederate veterans' uniforms in AmerIca. 
Evette Du Camp, whose grandfather had been a foot-soldier in 
Virginia, whispered to her friend that Mrs. Gregory's keynote 
address reminded her of the time a wild goose flew into their 
attic and honked and babbled until her father batted it back 
out the window with a broom. 
Evette Du Camp especially valued Hedley's book for its 
description of cannonballs tossing overhead, one of which, 
during the Battle of Macon, pierced the second floor bedroom 
and floor of the residence of Dr. Herman Cheatham (first cousin 
to Capt. William Cheatham who fell at Bentonville, and the first 
man in town to own a bicycle), coming to rest in the front hall 
just to the left of a Chinese porcelain vase. 
The Cheatham family, according to the diary of the youngest 
son, had run howling from the dinner table, destroying an 
otherwise complete set of 18th century English china, out the 
back door, and into the still extant azeala bushes. The 
cannonball had not exploded. 
The local militia was not available to remove it scientifi-
cally, being detained by Sherman's troops~ The Cheatham 
children were sent to a friend's house while Dr. and Mrs. 
Cheatham watched their ho~se nostalgically from across the 
street. Everyone said Mrs. Cheatham had the loveliest wardrobe 
in middle Georgia. 
When the Battle of Macon was over the boys came home for 
lunch then took a train to Savannah. Dr. Cheatham unearthed a 
few aging veterans of the Fire Fighters Association downtown. 
They came in uniform and pulled the cannonball out the front 
door and down the street with a rope. 
Fifty-two years later the last of th~ Cheatham children 
died and left the house to the United Daughters, originally a 
nursing and burial associatio~ then an historical and memorial 
society. The U.D.C.'s first act toward restoration of the 
home (after the removal of the plaster deer from the 
front yard) was rescuing the cannonball from the basement of 
the old library where it served as a door prop and replaCing it 
in the front door of the Cheatham home, renamed Cannonball House, 
just to the left of the Chinese porcelain vase. 
Evette Du Camp's husband was grouchy as a log. she said, 
though every time she said it her best friend Louise Martin had 
the feeling a metaphor was being misused sDmewhere. Evette 
Du Camp was built like a file cabinet and she wore nurses shoes, 
hand-dyed brown. To observances and luncheons she wore corsages 
and name-tags, but no jewelry. .Her face was smooth and rouged 
like mahogony. She had the disquiet'ing habit of pounding her 
fist, instead of the gavel, to call meetings to order. 
Evette Du Camp was the most efficient leader they1d ever had. 
She assumed the presidency in a difficult year. Since the 
elopement of Mary Lou Louis, treasurer in the mid-fifties, with 
a Northerner t the women of the Macon chapter had been haunted 
by bankruptcy. 
"Austerity, girls, thats the picture," Evette told·a 
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solemn-faced assembly at her inauguration in 1971* Louise had 
blushed with pride at her friend's presence and composure. 
"We live in the same building," she had whispered to a visitor 
from a Birmingham chapter. 
Evette invited the women to look. at Jefferson Davis's portrait 
behind her and she read an exerpt from his inaugural address: 
"Battles have been fought, sieges have been conducted, and, 
although the contest is not ended and the tide for the moment 
is against uS t the final result in our favor is not doubtful." 
Louise applauded so vigorously she upset the paper cup of coffee 
beside her feet. 
The embarrassing fact was the United Daughters of the 
.Confederacy was now taking in money hand over fist. 
A week after Evette's inauguration, the front porch of 
Cannonball House was adorned with a placard reading Adults $1, 
Children 25¢, Special Group Rates - Enquire Inside. Evette had 
lettered it herself. Two weeks after her speech the first 
school bus parked in front and Evette was on the porch of the 
house, waving hello. 
There were risks of course. In the second week of tours 
the Chinese porcelain vase tipped over and half a third grade 
class from Forsyth burst into tears. The financial effect of 
the tours, the souvenir stand, the commission from postcard 
salesi and the Wednesday morning lecture series, all initiated 
by Evette, was not appreCiated until a full year later. Evette 
was working with an adding machine on her dining room table 
one afternoon while Louise watChed a talk shaw on T.V. 
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"Louise," Evette said quietly. "I'fe've made two thousand 
dollars. II 
"WHAT? 11 
, " "We've made two thousand dollars since last year. 
liMy land, It Louise said and touched her throat with her 
fingers. "What are we going to do?" 
"Do?" 
Timidly: "Aren't we a non-profit organization?" 
"Ridiculous. WeIll inv'est it. 1I 
There was dissension at the January meeting and the clique 
from Ft. Valley snatched up their raincoats and left. But 
'Evette spoke commandingly. She set up a blackboard and darted 
figures across it. "We can expand our public works programs, 1/ 
she promised. "We can subsidize a float on the fourth of July. 
We can have the convention·HERE next year instead of Savannah." 
That swayed them. They voted yes. Evette dropped her 
deep voice and broke out the doughnuts. 
Ramona Cahill sat cross-legged in the OcmulgeeRiver one 
steamy January afternoon and fed sticks of Doubiemint chewing 
gum to the fish. When she didn't they rammed her. She was 
giddy from lack of sleep. 
Her bedroom window was ten yards from the Southern R&O 
railroad line to Athens. Trains blasted by every night, making 
tunnels of her dreams. She'd wake and think about the solemn 
tropical fish in the living room tank, wide-eyed while the house 
roared. Was this the life she'd promised them? 
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Ramona regretted leasing the apartment before finding a 
job.. She'd gotten bored in the $7 Nitely hotel downtown .. 
Every time she went to the elevator or the ice machine she ran 
into women with huge green-shadowed eyes and tiny skirts or 
men in T-shirts t carrying paper bags.. She began to suspect the 
place was doubling as more than a hotel. And it was hotter than 
her parents I apartment in Ohio. She'd once heard that desert 
dwellers opened their houses in the evenings and sealed them 
before sunrise,trapping the cool air inside. Despite a semester 
of self-defense lessons, she was afraid to try it. 
Her neighbor believed their apartment building well-situated 
and prestigious. Of course her neighbor, living further down 
the hall, had neither the trains nor the third floor samba 
dancers to contend with. "This is one of Macon's tallest 
s truc tures ," Mrs.. Du Camp tol d her.. II And excl us i ve too .. II 
Mrs. Du Camp was tmaware, Ramona suppos ed, that when the Coxes 
moved to Miami, a family from Miami named Martinez replaced 
them. Mr. and Mrs. Martinez had been misinformed about the 
state of the unions in Macon. They worked for Babylon Textiles, 
so named because the original city plan called for the streets 
to be laid out like ancient Babylon. They made $2.10 an hour 
and breathed invis1.ble fibers tnto their lungs. 
One evening Ramona, Mr. Martinez, and Mrs. Du C~mp turned 
up at the incinerator in the basement at the same time.. Mrs. 
Du Camp thought Mr. MartineZ was the new janitor.. She startled 
him by requesting light-bulbs for her bathroom. He did not 
surprise her at all by not bringing them. Good help was hard to 
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come by, she told R~mona, in spite of the recession8 
Ramona's neighbor was a woman of some education. When 
they talked over tea and jelly-cakes, Ramona was careful to 
keep her knees together. Mrs. Du Camp controlled her voice 
like a stage actress; her stories contained dramatic pauses. 
Seated with a saucer in her lap. in a room of dark portraits 
and oak furniture, she discussed Macon's industrial potential, 
citing the local water power, the chemical content of the red 
. . I 
clay, and the high unemployment rate. She believed in states 
rights as the issue the War had been fought over_ She said 
she hoped to see Andersonville lose the stigma attached to its 
name and become a site of historical interest. 
Ramona was sure Mrs. Du Camp felt obliged to educate her • 
. Being young and from Ohio, she saw herself as an attack on 
Mrs. Du Camp's world~view. The notion excited her. The 
first time they met,Mrs. Du Camp had looked at her over the 
little chain that kept her door from opening wider than two 
inches. Ramona was wearing overalls and hiking boots. 
"Are you a worker?" Mrs. Du Camp asked. 
Preferring to say nothing of her politics, Ramona answered, 
"I just moved in next door." Ramona thought Mrs. Du C:qmp looked 
displeased. But they had met again a few week~) later 1.n a 
rising elevator. Ramona had been looking for work all day. 
She limped into the elevator with a headache and her hose 
were in a slump. She'd forgotte~ to go shopping and there was 
nothing to eat in her apartment but mayonnaise and tropical 
fish food. 
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"Come to dinner, dear,1I Mrs. Du Camp sa1d in appreciation 
of her improved appearance, Ramona supposed. 
She hadn't known before that there was a Mr. Du Camp. 
"You w1 th the U. D. C.?" he sal d when he let her In. She thought 
he was talking about batteries and replied she had some in her 
apartment. 
They sat in the living room and watched the news on T.V. 
while Mrs. ~u CQmp prepared dinner. There were riots in Boston. 
"Damn, damn," Mr. Du Camp said. rolled his easy chair toward 
the T.V. and slammed the off button with a house slipper. 
II I been to Ohio J 11 he said. "In 1962. Business convention. 
You ever been to the Henricot Inn in Columbus? Best pair of 
lamb chops I believe I ever saw on a plate. You remember that 
place, Evette? That was a great place. I wonder if that 
place is still standing. Right in the heart of town. 
"Macon's the heart of Georgia - did they tell you that? 
They probably told you that. Five miles from the geographical 
center of the state. I can show you on a map if you'd care 
to see it. And its ten degrees warmer than Atlanta all year 
round. II He 1 eaned forward. "You know theres peopl e around 
here who'll tell you it was Macon supposed to be the capital 
after Atlanta burned. But there was some political hanky-panky, 
if you'll excuse the word, you know what I mean? and Macon's 
been behind til about ten years ago. Course we've caught 
up now, all right, but it took us longer than it should of. 
"You remember that place in Columbus, Evette? My Wife 
hasn't got much of a head for dates and places and that·sort 
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of thing. Well if you ask her shelll probably tell you welre 
north of the Mason-Dixon line. 'I 
Dinner was baked ham, canned green peas, white bread and 
butter. No one talked. Ramona told about looking for jobs 
but there was no response. Mrs. Du CRmp smiled at her when 
their eyes met. 
"He likes peace and quiet during his meals, II Mrs. Du Camp 
told Ramona when they cleared the table.. "He ran a parking-
garage for thirty-eight years. I believe it may have affected 
hi 1 " s ungs. 
"How long have you been married?" 
"We've been married, lets see, just thirty years.. We 
. weren't youngsters, neither one of us. But it seems like a 
mighty long time." She dried a plate for the third and 
fourth time. "I was in the retail business before I met Mr .. 
Du Camp. I was floor manager at Crest's at the age of 25. 
"You still work there?" 
flLord no, he said he wouldn't be a Christian husband 
to let a wife of his work. But things work out all right .. II 
They polished off the stove tops, counter tops, platters. 
Mr. Du Camp spread out his coin collection on the dining room 
table and picked furiously through a shoebox of nlckels .. 
Alfred Du Camp had chosen to grow old morosely, Louise 
Martin believed. . I Even in the 50 s he had sat aside when the 
rest of them scooted their lawn chairs into Circles and grew 
greasy with barbecue sauce ahd jovial with stories. He was 
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a tall, big-handed, pale-eyed man; he looked cap~ble of 
spinning crowds like platters on the point of his wit. He 
looked. like Bryan. But he sat apart. biting on nothing, 
flexing the muscles in his cheeks. Evette never explained 
anything to her. Evette would heave out sighs as large as 
grocery bags and look out windows but she never would say why. 
She referred to her husband in public as Mr. Du Camp. 
They had a large ponderous apartment. The size and 
darkness of it made Louise whisper. She favored small things ... 
little glass ducks, postcards, demi-tasse sets on doilies .. 
She had a dozen small perfume bottles on her bureau and they 
scented her bedroom and all her dresses and handbags. 
Alfred came home Bsrly with a headache one afternoon ,during 
an executive board meeting. "Afternoon ladies," he said affably, 
reclining in thB living room while Evette dug up aspirin. 
II I . II I 11 be darned but you women have got it easy, he said; 
Caroline Carter brought him a dish of cake. 
Louise had grown up in Macon, in a house less than three 
blocks away. She was less connected to the place than Evette, 
who'd arrived only 20-some years ago. Evette said she loved 
Macon. She thought Georgia a superior state* She said the 
Creeks, whold inhabited Macon before the whites, were brighter 
than your average Indian. 
Louise knew she was not memorable like Evette. She'd 
always been shy. She'd been married a short while then her 
husband had died •... People had sent flowers, people had been 
very thoughtful. She still got an occasional birthday card 
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in the mail, but she didn't get out much. Evette on the 
other hand could clear her throat and people would wait 
attentively for her statement. 
Louise wondered what Evette was like home alone with 
Alfred. She was glad to be living by herself. 
Lieutenant Horace Cahill of the Florida 112th, a cavalry 
commander, cut, needless to say, a dashing figure on horseback. 
He was barely five feet tall, had a black handlebar moustache 
and never married. He spoke to his horse in ancient Greek. 
Ramona sat at her kitchen table in a terrycloth robe 
mixing measures of vodka and orange juice and beating out 
rhythms to Dixie with a fork. Mrs. Du Camp had told her the 
night before about the United Daughters of the Confederacy. 
Mrs. Du Camp had invited her to jOin. Ramona had gone to bed 
planning to take a bus back to Cleveland. 
\ 
She reconsidered. With the optimism of being mildly 
drunk on a balmy saturday morning, she invented a plan of 
infiltration. Once inside the U.D.C., she'd arrange a program 
of gradual enlightenment. It was not for nothing that she was 
young, and from Ohio. 
Mrs. Du Camp showed her, the night before, a scrapbook 
with pictures of Cannonball House before and after the rest-
oration. Ramona's astonishment puzzled her. "We're a civic 
organiza tlon," she said t qUietly shutting the scrapbook. 
"But why with a name like this? Donlt you think that. 
might alienate some people - Daughters of the CONFEDERACY?" 
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"Why would R.nyonc be alienetedby US?" said Mrs. Du Cl=lmp, 
straightening the gold president I s pin on her chest. "Of 
course some people say we're backward looking, but thata 
simply a falsehood. We're a modern day patriotic organization." 
Ramona tilted so far back from the table she nearly fell 
with the chair. "Would you like some cookies?" Mrs. Du Camp 
"I never heard of you before." 
"Well I don't know why not •. There are U.D.C. chapters 
in every state of the union, including Alaska and Paris France. 
We do all sorts of public servioe projects, we sponsor school 
programs; of course we don't get as muoh publicity as the more 
vooal groups. 11 
"What public servioe projeots?" 
"Well here in Maoon we tend to the graves of Confederate 
veterans. And every Memorial Day we hand out commemorative 
awards to veterans." 
"There oan't still be veterans around?" 
"No, no, to veterans of all the wars. We honor all the 
lineal descendents of Confederate veterans who are veterans 
in their own right." Ramona was holding her head. "Do you 
have a headache de:],r?" 
Weakly: "What else?" 
" ' 4 We take care of 15 - no, I now, poor dear - Confederate 
widows in the state of Georgia. Whats most important is that 
we oall attention to the role of the Confederate wife and 
mother in the war. A Northern historian - I forget Whic~ one -
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said - II she lowered her voice, straightened her back -
III Without the proud Confederate women, the South would have. 
fallen at Sumter. '" 
Ramona was counting decades on her fingers. "How could 
there be Confederate widows alive anywhere?" 
"Oh, you know, second wives, or wiveg of drummer boys, that 
sort of thing. H 
"I don't think we have this in Ohio." 
"But you do, dear; wait and I III go look up the names. 
of the Ohio chapters. 1I 
"No, tha ts okay. I have to go to bed. I have to get up 
early. II 
"Then I'll show you another time." 
"Fine, another time." 
Ramona, with a U.S. road map laid across the kitchen 
table, was inventing an ancestor. She admired him already. 
By noon, a quarter way through the vodka, Lieutenant Oahill 
was leading a pursuit, on horseback, up the Suwannee River. 
She wondered mildly if there were ways of verifying these 
things. 
As far a~ they knew, it never had happened in Georgia 
before. They'd heard of similar incIdents 1n Kansas City and 
in Memphis t but never in the Deep South. Sometimes you could 
tell by the_names on the prospective membership lists -
Valencia, Geraldine~ Felicia. But when the women on the 
membership committee sent an invitation to Mrs. Kathy Calhoun, 
] c:: .:J 
not one of them dreamed she would turn out to be black. 
Louise had never seen her friend so shaken. With sudden 
bravado she said, "1 111 drive today." She banged the side of 
the Oldsmobile against the garage when she backed out but 
said nothing to Bvette. Bvette blotted her ayes with a 
glove all the ''lay to Cannonball Hous e. 
"Girls, we have an important issue facing' us today,ll she 
said, calm behind the podium. She looked slowly around the 
room. All the old faces acquired new poignancy somehow, 
Louise could feel it. They were under attack. 
II The South is changing. The world is changing. Southerners 
are not the same people they were a century ago, a qecade ago. 
Some are more daring, some are more acquiescent." 
The rows of doughnuts and paper cups on the table under 
the windows were undisturbed. This was the largest attendance 
since Bvette' s inauguration. The secretary was leaning forward· 
and Whispering, trying to get all the names. 
"I probably donlt need to teD_'you that a black woman 
has been invited to the prospective members' tea .. " They all 
knew. Someone in the back gasped anyway. No one spoke. 
Evette held the podium, lOOked friends in the eye. Finally 
Mrs. Drury. who'd rushed out without her cane, said "All 
right, so what are we going to do about 1 t'i' I say tell her 
the res been a mistake." 
"She'd only be uncomfortable here," said another. 
"Its no good rUshing into anything," said Evette's sister ... 
in law. 
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Caroline Carter, who h~d a new baby, stood and nervously 
said, "I think we should let her come. We might like her. It 
"And I second the motion, II said Eleanor stillwell, whose 
grandfather had been an intimate of Lee's. Ifr say lets 
welcome this black girl with open arms and thank our lucky 
stars for the opportunity.1I 
Louise had a coughing fit. A piece of chewing gum lodged 
in her throat; she waved her hands and hurried out of the room. 
When she could breath again, standing in the tropical heat 
of the restroom, she wiped her face and neck with wet tissues 
and stood by the automatic hand dryer behind which there was 
a hole to listen to the talk in the meeting room. She didn't 
like to vote. 
They argued a long time. Mrs. Drury, welghin~ in at 
210 pounds, announced, once again, that her husband had 
never relied on colored help in 37 years of running a grocery 
store and she didn't owe the coloreds a thing. Caroline Carter 
revealed that sheld had a black roommate in college and Louise 
leaned on the dryer for support, accidentally triggering it 
and losing sev~ral minutes of discussion. Mrs. Stillwell was 
talking again: III say thank you providence for giving us this 
chance to join the forward march of history." 
Evette banged for order and organized the vote~ Mrs. 
stillwell's forward march of history was defeated soundly. 
Louise tiptoed back as Mrs. Stillwell and the women of her 
carpool were leaving. Louise waved to notify Evette that she 
was all right but Evette had her head bowed$ 
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On the way ho~e it occurred to Louise to ask if Mrs. 
Calhoun was indeed a lineal descendent of a Confederate veteran. 
"Her great-grandfather was a slave, II Evette said. "He drove a 
supply wagon in Virginia .. " 
They didn't talk until they were inside the dust-ridden 
spidery garage of the apartment house. "You know, he might 
have been with my grand-father's regIment," Evette said. 
When Louise Martin accidentally hinted to Ramona the 
outcome of the U.D.C. meeting, Ramona brought the flat of her 
hand down on her tray, upsetting a saucer of black-eyed peas, 
and Louise Martin. She excused herself, clicked coins under 
her plate, and left Brownley's Air-Conditioned Cafeteria fast. 
·She walked through the hot city blocks like a storm. 
It was the second week of her job as bank teller for 
Farmers and Citizens Loan. Not only that, but Mrs .. Du Camp 
had informed her regretfully that Lieut. Horace Cahill appeared 
in no locally available texts and suggested she write home for 
possible correlating sources. Ramona already had decided not 
to pursue it. It was hopeless. Idle women in Ohio and 
Pennsylvania joined art museums, learned Chinese cookery, and 
visited health spas. Georgia women resurrected a war. 
Past the pool halls, liquor stores, bakery shops, Ramona 
brooded. The city was hot and wavering around her. She spent 
the days wearing skirts from high school and department~store 
peasant blouses; she tied back her hair and spoke politely in 
the whispery-quiet bank. She passed the evenings in bare, 
age-wrecked houses getting stoned with the local college graduates. 
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While she let the days roll past her, the U.D.e.was pursuing 
worse anachronisms than it already contained. 
She broke out of downtown by crossing the old railroad 
yard. She plodded through a clay field and stood on a tree 
stump over the iron piles and mud sliCks. 
It looked like Georgia after the war. For the first time 
she understood the hard righteousness of the troops that 
followed Sherman to the sea. She understood the gruffness of 
Mr. Du Camp to his ridiculous wife. 
"11m not sure I've done a good thing, Alfred. It Evette 
Du Ca.mp was in a hou::Jecoat by the balcony. liThe girls looked 
to me for leadership and I let them down. They Ire going to call 
up this black woman and tell her not to come." 
JlQuit bothering your head about it, Evette." Alfred Du 
Camp was laCing on his walking shoes. He went on a walk .every 
"Sunday, down the hill, across the golf course, and through the 
wealthy pine-ridged neighborhoods. For eight years he'd been 
accompanied by a beagle but the dog died the year before. 
Sometimes he carried th"e old leash instead of a walking stick. 
"Evette the soles of these shoes need to be built up." 
"I suppose I could call Ann Drury and talk her out of it .. 
Its not as if theras no case to be made for going ahead and 
invi ting that girl. They did ask my opinion." 
"I'm going Evette. Will you try to have lunch ready? 
and not egg salad again please." 
"Alfred I can't think what I should do. This is the most 
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important thing we've ever had. They want to know my 
opinion. The committee I s wai ting for me to decide. IJ 
IIEvette, if you want my advice, I told you not to bother 
your little head about it. 1I She had moved out onto the balcony 
and was staring at the kids playing in the dust-hills below. 
"Besides I can I t make out heads or tails when you give me s.uch 
a mixed-up account of things. II He wai ted a't the doorway. 
"All right, look, you get things straight in your mind and try 
to tell me the whole story when I get back and I'll think it 
through for you. Are you happy now?" Before closing the door 
he c:alled "Remember, no egg salad. II 
She straightened the Sunday paper, emptied his ashtray, 
and stuck his slippers back in the bedroom. She put on her 
polka-dot suit. It was the one she'd worn to her inauguration. 
When Alfred Du Camp got back from walking the ghost of a dog 
Evette was still in the bedroom, in front of the mirror, 
vigorously brushing her hair. 
It looks like a city, 
but it feels like religion to me. 
(Laura Nyro 
New York Tendaberry) 
Genevieve Letondeur was sixty and lived in a small room of 
the st. Maur convent and school in a suburb of Paris. Her window 
was propped open with a metal stick. It looked down on a court-
yard where a gravel driveway circled a fountain. In the spring 
the basin was a halo of yellow flowers. It had been several 
springs since Letondeur wrapped a sandwhich in wax paper and ate 
it out of her lap on the grass with the gardener Gascon. He 
was untalkative and walked with his eyes hung downward. Their 
picnics consisted of showing each other fine cheese or meat 
sandwhiches and sharing chocolate from a piece of tinfoil placed 
between them. The younger sisters were unaware of their 
acquaintance until they asked Monsieur Gascon to inspect a 
school bus they considered buying. He wore a wool beret as a 
sign of his Basque origin, now he removed it and stuck it on 
tighter and said, "Don't come to me with this business - you 
ask that Letondeur." Lately their conversations were abbreviated: 
she raised an eyebrow, he lifted his cap. It had gotten to be 
more than a habit; it was a kind of understanding they had 
between them. 
In April the light bulb over Letondeur's bed, an indulgence 
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she worried about when she was younger, drew vein-colored gnats 
and mosquitoes that waited in clots on the ceiling at night and 
dived at her pale. plump arm. Sometimes she was wakened by the 
cool air curling like thread into her room. Sherd pass Sister 
Bujold in the hall on the way to the water closet. Bujold 
would pinch Letondeur's wrist, lift it to her watery eyes, 
and suck her lips in dismay at the profusion of bug bites. 
"storm windows," she said. "I keep my storm windows on till the 
summer." She'd warned of their efficacy against cold and insects 
for eight years, since she moved north from the Midi. She 
kept postcards by her bed of the treeless rocky province. It 
was closer 'to the sun, she said. The cold weather of Paris 
made her jumpy~ She said you felt like there was some reptile 
sneaking inside your skin and chilling your bones ~ In the 
summer, inside her long blue and white robe, she sweated con-
tentedly. Letondeur obligingly looked at Bujold I s postcards 
with their blazing skies but she preferred the north; shead 
grown, attached to autumn over the years. Sister Bujold, in 
turn, expressed her dissatisfaction with a red silk shawl under 
Letondeur's bed. It looked like it belonged to some hussy, 
she said. She said that kind of thing had no place in a 
religious institution. 
Once Sister Bujold had been her chief cross to bear. (Awake 
.". 
at night, listening to cars and cafes beyond the convent wall, 
a younger Letondeur had amused herself by thinking of crosses 
to bear.) She'd hear Bujold sniffling, opening and slamming her 
bureau drawers. She'd lay aside her paperwork; shut the window, 
and invite Bujold into her room. Pouting and tired, but often 
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with a tin of lemon drops, Sister Bujold would elaborately 
seat herself on the bed and pick through the gossip she 
collected during her afternoon post as Hall Guard. Occasionally 
she'd remember the tin and offer candy to Letondeur, who took 
-
two or three at a' time by way of consolation. 
Lately, however, Letondeur had less time in the evenings 
for Sister Bujold. Her habits 'had begun to change half a year 
before, in August. Unable to sleep one night, she dragged on 
an old sweater and wandered into the yard. Stars were streaming 
across the western sky, more falling stars than she'd seen since 
Childhood - probably, she realized sadly, because sh~rd not besn 
out this late for years. She counted twelve, having decided 
not to move until she counted twelve, having begun to wonder 
Whether there'd be unpleasant conjecture if she were standing 
there at dawn when the delivery trucks arrived. A woodpile 
was suspiciously close to the lowest part of the wall; there 
was light and music just beyond it. 
She might have gone back to her room for the gate key_ 
But, if for nothing else, she prided herself for being alive to 
the spirit of things. 
Letondeur lifted her robe with both hand~, tiptoed in 
sneakers across the courtyard, and deftly climbed up and crossed 
over. 
She went to the bar across the street. To her pleasure, it 
seemed to distress no one.. Sheord~red a glass of wine and was 
disappoint~d. that it came in a regular drinking glass. A man 
in a T-shirt said, "Celebrating, sister?" She nodded, smiled. 
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She had buck teeth. When she finished her drink he walked her 
home. 
She hadn1t considered the problem of getting back inside. 
When she explained, with her humility, her dilemma, he offered 
to boost her over the wall. They settled on an aluminum trash 
can which he dragged across the street. When she stepped off 
the lid and sat straddling the wall, the man pointed back to 
the bar. The doorway was crowded with onlookers. 
Having once traversed the wall. she began to do the shopping 
in town. Previously she'd driven in the truck with the cooks 
to outlying farms and bought chickens and rabbits and milk. 
The sisters kept a vegetable garden and the cooks picked up 
the rest of the supplies. That same August, Letondeur shooed 
the cooks out of the kitchen and into a day's vacation and 
bicycled to town with a crocheted shopping bag over her shoulder. 
She smelled cheeses and squeezed artichokes with a sense of wild 
masquerade. 
Letondeur was rolling a camambert cheese between her palms 
when a large woman leered over her shoulder and said, fIIf you'll 
excuse my saying so, Sister, there's finer cheeses to be had 
down the road." They finished the morning together in an alley 
cafe, drinking coffee and scattering toast crumbs to pigeons 
and cats. Maryse had a dairy farm. She was big-boned, had 
rotting teeth, and laughed with a hand on her hip and her head 
thrown back. 
Letondeur began visiting Maryse at her farm. She left the 
bicycle on the road and half-ran down the narrow cow path. 
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Maryse would greet her in hip boots, ankle high in compost. 
They'd sit on benches under a cherry tree near the house, 
de-string the beans, and discuss fertilizer. Maryse's family 
was not religous, she said. Letondeur's visits made Marysets 
twenty-year-old son nervous. He suspected his mother was 
arranging his marriage. When he brought the cows home he led 
them in a wide arc away from the benches. Letondeur waved to 
him anyway. She'd grown up on a farm. 
By April Sister Bujold wondered how she was spending her 
time. She believed Letondeur, the prinCipal of the school, was 
not devoting the maximQ~ available energy to the running of the 
institution and she began to speculate aloud at meals about 
Letondeur's outside interests. "She's not herself," she 
confided to the others. Bujold was concerned about the behavior 
of the girls and about the incompetence of one of the teachers -
'Sister Passek. A Monday night in April, she and Sister Jacques, 
who had a high silly laugh and a solemn face, called on Letondeur. 
Letondeur quiCkly put her rock and shell collection back 
into the tobacco can Gascon had given her. shut the window, 
and invited them in. They sat together on the bed and she offered 
them cookies and oranges. They refused. They had come to ask 
her to take definitive action with Sister Passek. Letondeur 
unhappily peeled an orange and didn't eat it. 
Sister Passek was dark, flat-chested, and very erect. 
She had long fing~rs that she wove together during mass and 
held in front of her like a basket. The skin under her eyes 
was puffy. Some nights Letondeur heard her through the walls but 
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she never could tell if Passek were coughing or laughing. 
She'd heard there were problems between Passek and the girls. 
The Friday before Bujold's and Jacques' visit, Passek evidently 
~ had run out of her history class in tears. The girls had all 
but overturned their desks in the rush to get out. Two of 
them had jumped the wall and taken a bus into Paris for the day. 
Letondeur assured the sisters she 'would look into it. She 
stood and waited by the door until they obediently left. 
The children were a problem these days. she told Maryse 
at her next visit, on Wednesday. No longer the semester-long 
boarders of before the war, most went to their homes every 
weekend. They returned Monday mornings with circles under their 
eyes, secretive and giddy. They had a way c~ standing, with 
their hands on their hips and their chins forward, that Letondeur 
said she'd never seen before. They snapped gum, wrote names in 
lipstick on the bathroom walls, and carried pictures of boys 
and motorcycles in sequined wallets. They had conversations 
about brassieres. When the sisters sent them home for wearing 
hose or makeup~ their mothers called with pointed observations 
about the Church and the Middle Ages. 
. . 
Maryse s farmhouse reminded her of her parents' home in the 
east, in the Doubs valley. It had caved in during the second 
war. She'd discarded everything the neighbors salvaged from the 
wrecked house (shetd been in Normand~ talking her way into bomb 
shelters with a brood of frightened Parisian children) except 
the red silk shawl that had been her grandmother's, a lady with 
great class, her father always said. 
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She was still thinking about her father that evening at 
dinner. He had been a bIg man, much like herself, banging the 
wood table when dinner was late. roaring for more wine. The 
angriest she saw him at the Germans in the first war was when 
his wine cellar and rabbit hutch were sacked and he had to eat 
cereals and dried fruits. His Cheeks had crumpled like the dry 
apricots he ate. Every morning she woke up to the sound of his 
muttering in the backyard, slicing at the dry d~rt with a hoe. 
"Let me lay a hand on one of these Prussians t I'll feed THE?-! 
dry prunes. see how the hell they like it." Her mother had 
managed to raise potatoes in the cellar. She'd greet the 
German troops innocently, empty-handed, then secretly load her 
neighbors' sacks and wheelbarrows with potatoes when the troops 
were gone. Letondeur had red hair like her father'st but her's 
was old now t dry and flat. 
Her distraction did not escape Sister Bujold. "Are you 
feeling all right?" Bujold asked her after the meal. It was 
more like being transfixed. It was like watching pl~nes come off 
the horizon to bomb a city and feeling yourself to be that city. 
She looked at Sister Bujold and laid one hand mildly against 
her cheek, beselged and curious. She was lately inhabited by 
f . 
people she d not thought of for forty years. The chronology 
of her life had gone awry. 
"Please do something about Sister Passek," Bujold reminded 
her and walked away looking preoccupied. 
The next morning at breakfast Sister Bujold loudly attributed 
Sister Passek's problems to her constitution. Letondeur set 
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aside her tea and went angrily down the hall to the admini-
stration wing. That was the day Sister Passek came to see her. 
Her office, like her room. was" bare and dry. The windows 
were closed and blotchy from rain. She shoved them open. Oil 
one wall hung a smail framed postcard of Athens she'd received 
as a girl from a cousin in the military. The sisters had assumed, 
all these years, that it was a picture of the Holy Land. 
A blurred photograph of the former director ~f the school, 
deceased since 1953. lay on its face on top of the metal file 
cabinet. Letondeur set it upright as she did every morning. 
Its stand had broken months before When with sudden anger she 
had kicked the side of the cabinet and hurried, limping and in 
teare, to the clinic in the new wing. 
Letondeur had not given up minding the fact that she'd 
never seen Athens. When she took her vows she had tried to 
revise her restlessness into a desire to see Palestine, but 
something about the Athenian sky held her. She wanted to hear 
string"music and see dancing in the streets. She would have 
liked to eat eggplant without the sound of two-hundred young 
girls moaning and gagging around her. 
If she hadn't become a nun, she might have gone. She 
leaned back in her leather swivel chair, an extravagance 
left over from the previous administration, and rested her 
sandals on the edge of the window. 
Sister Passek hung outside the door, eyes dark and downcast. 
Letondeur took her feet from the window and spun around.Passek 
came' in slowly. brushing the side of the doorframe with her 
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shoulder and hip. She was almost luxurious in her movements 
but for her thinness. Letondeur, nearly frowsy beside her, 
with her faded bunch of hair and untidy robe, stood behind 
her desk smiling. 
"How can I help you, Sister Passek?" 
"I don't know, ma soeur." She sat down in a chair against 
the wall. Letondeur realized it was the first time since the 
younger woman's appointment that they'd been alone. ~hey often 
sat together (Letondeur had given up the private_stores of 
sausage and wrapped cheese she had delved into at night. Still, 
she ate four or five sandwhiches at lunch, two and three helpings 
at dinner. Sometimes Sister Passek, with a wan smile, pushed 
her own sandwhich across the table to Letondeur.) 
"I don't think I can stay here any longer, ma soeur." 
"But what seems to be the matter, Sister?" 
"I dontt know. I know 11m not doing well w~th the children. 
And I can't sleep at night. I can't keep my mind on the hymns 
during servic e. " 
"I knOTIv what you mean," said Letondeur. "Have you talked 
to anyone else about this?" 
"Sister Batut told me to pray." 
Listening to her. even with the sun falling through the 
window, even with the sounds of the children racketing across 
the soccer field, Letondeur could not hold her mind there. 
Passek-, winding one hand tighter wi th the other, or Bujold, 
with her sloppy tearful stories, or another, measuring the 
width of her room with determined s~eps, would at some moment 
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look at her in such a way. It was if they thought she'd been 
ordained. Women from town visited her on sore heels, rolling 
from side to side when they walked, like ships. They looked at 
her with their eyes black-rimmed and hopeful. 
"Sister Letondeur, I think what I'm trying to say is that 
I don't belong here. I think I made a mistake in coming. II 
"NOW, Sister, I dontt think you should say that.. The 
children are so difficult these days. We're all having problems 
with them, the poor dears. I think you've made some fine 
pro gress. " 
" I· I . . No, Sister, it s not that. It s not even the children. 
It's worse than that. I can't even concentrate on my prayers." 
Letondeur looked at her own bands in her lap_ They lay 
careslessly, palms upward, like fat heavensent geese. It made 
ber feel less frightened to look at them. 
"What should I do, rna soeur?" 
"Well," carefully: "do you want to go away?" 
III want to leave the order," she saId. 
The younger children were playing in a field beyond the 
parking lot. They looked like sO many rabbits in the bright 
sunlight. 
Leave the order. Sherd forgotten it could be done. 
flI have a class now, rna soeur," Passek said and stood to 
leave. 
"But we haven't decided what you'll do." 
"It doesn't matter." 
"We'll talk later," said Letondeur, watching her go with 
amazement. 
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Agnes Passek was nineteen and had lived all her life in 
Paris, her file said. Naturally she wanted to leave the order. 
Naturally. 
Letondeur laid her hands on the leather desk mat. It 
was unfortunate she was not an enlightened one for these women 
who came to her. She knew a man they called holy. His face 
was creased with smiles and soft white hair hung from it in 
long waves. He had not talked for years and he laughed with an 
airless chuckle that sounded like someone running across a wood 
brid-ge. He had eyes the color of dark gourds and wore a long 
cowl with a hood. On clear days he stood at the front door of 
his monastery, stepping up and down off the step. Across the 
narrow road were fields farmed by the hollow-cheeked shaven 
men he shared meals and vespers with. Letondeur always called 
to tell the lay warden she'd be coming by with the girls when 
on speCial occasions a field trip took them as far north as the 
monastery. The girls would dismount from the bus and swing their 
arms and snap gum. Letondeur would stand by the elderly father 
a,nd once he had taken her hand and they looked across the fields 
together. 
In her case, she was afraid, confusion persisted into old 
age due'to lack ot discipline. 
Leave the order. If she sanctioned this there'd be no 
end of trouble and complaint. If she didn't, Agnes might never 
get out. 
"She's bored here." Letondeur told Bujold and the others 
at dinner that night. flShe's restless. I think that girl needs 
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to travel. II 
"Fine," said Jacques. eager to have the problem done with, 
"we'll send her to Vincennes to talk to the people at that 
orphanage, the ones that want to board some children here. She 
can spend the night in the city.1f Vincennes was also near Paris. 
Dissatisfied, Letondeur wandered away from the table before 
dessert. Her napkin swung from her belt. She went to the 
courtyard 'and sat in a metal chair. aware that the .others were 
watching her. 
Leave the order. Sometimes she could barely recall what 
she herself was doing there or why it was not propitious to 
leave. Oh yes, people depended on~her. 
She could hear. children scooting along the outside of the 
wall. Once. as she sat here, a Child's ball had come flying 
over the wall and landed in the grass near a statue of the 
Virgin. Letondeur had hurled it back. Screams r~ceived it. 
Letondeur had hurried inside ~o that, if they cared to peek 
in the gate, the children would see only the statue. She 
~as not averse to restoring mystery to her religion. 
Sometimes Maryse's stout husband, sharing a mug of Wine 
with them under ,the tree while they picked through the beans 
or sorted scrap cJoth, asked, as people often did, why she had 
become a nun. 
One spring before the war her family had taken a train to 
Paris. They stayed with an aunt of her father's, near the Seine. 
Her brother and she rented bicycles one morning; she wore thiCk 
socks under her skirt and borrowed her father's knit cap that 
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smelled like a closet when she put her face into it. Her 
brother was cocky, waving his arms while he pedaled, disappearing 
into a circle of traffic. She feigned condescension and serenely 
parked her bike in front of a cathedral. 
As soon as she entered the dark vault she knew it must be 
Notre Dame. They had learned about it at sChool- when begun 
and completed, style: Gothic. Her teachers had neglected to 
mention that it was still alive, breathing with a cool wind that 
came down the aisles and wrapped ~round the pillars. She crossed 
herself at the door, and again as she reached the last pew, 
, sinking and then rising to sidle into the row. There were saints 
made of sparkling glass high in the stone walls. It made her 
hands shake. 
It was when she had, abashed, risen. sunk again at the 
aisle. and followed a quiet huddle of Italians along the side 
-
that she saw the Holy Virgin and the candles. At least a hundred 
candles, each with a perfect bud. of flame, sat in a rack by a 
money box. They lit the Virgin's face. with fire, they lit her 
own. An old woman, dressed in layers of wool vests, sat behind 
a desk selling them. 
That was a wild story to tell people. She knew, of course. 
there had been economic considerations. There weren't many jobs 
open to unskilled girls between the wars. But she might have 
become a seamstress or a grocer with a little pagan religion on 
the side, like her father who observed the solstices, had she 
not visited Notre Dame" Had there been organ music or a choir 
instead of the bundled, shuffling tourists, who knows what she 
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might have become? - a pope or a saint. So, she could say she 
beQame a nun in order to practice a certain benevolent philosophy 
of life. That's what Sister Bujold said. But she preferred to 
say it was because sh~ didn't know hbW to worship the stars in 
a way that stabbed her breath like the candles. 
"You're daydreaming Sister!1I called a student who'd come into 
the courtyard to read. The girl sat cross-legged on the grass 
near the fountain. 
She didn't mind, she though~; it was quite as engrossing 
as events themselves, this coming and gOing of her family, 
< old neighbors, former parishioners. It was just that she had no 
authority anymore. There was little to do other than let the 
usual rope of thoughts go slack, for some other was in control, 
some other was hooping up personages and leading them past her 
as in a disorderly pageant. She didn't mean to let slide the 
issues of the convent. But she couldn't get it out of her mind 
that there were s.aturday frui t markets and jukebox dances in 
bars beyond the wall. 
Naturally Sister Passek wanted to leave the order. Letondeur 
went inside, closed the window for once, and tried to go to 
sleep early. It didn't work. The next morning at a staff 
meeting she began to think of the pale green fish she and her 
brother once lulled out of a pond with a string and worms. 
That afternoon, Friday, in the bus on an outing there was 
her Aunt Sonia with her RUssian relations Who'd gone off to live 
'\ in Canada before Letondeur was ten. But then the bus arrived 
at the underground caverns and the girl~ were anxious to dismount. 
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Letondeur gave each of them a cube of sugar for energy and 
she saw they had their sweaters buttoned up to the neck. "Are 
you going to say a prayer over us like Sister Batut?" asked a 
small one. "No, my dear," she said and sent them off with a 
guide. 
Before leaving she'd stopped Sister Passek in the hall and 
$uggested the trip to Vincennes. "Of course rtll go if you need 
me to," she said. Letondeur mad~ fists of her hands and ~rew 
them inside her sleeves so the younger woman wouldn 1 t notice. 
Of course it wasn't enough. The girl was only nineteen t for 
'heavens sakes. There was no longer any question in her mind. 
While the girls trooped into the cavern, Letondeur went 
to a tourist stand and spent a pleasant half hour handling the 
fold-out and 3-D postcards. The quiet black water she remembered 
-
was portrayed as steaming, COiling, and the color of fire. 
She could think of no fiction she preferred, and chose three. 
Scandal and movie-star magazines were hooked to large racks 
behind the owner, a cigar-chewing man in a raincoat. Shelves 
contained china bears, plastic moders of stalagtites painted 
silver, and a row of crucified Christs, in sizes for four, nine, 
and twelve francs. The man pointed them out to her with a 
backward wave, saying "Have a look around, Sister." She bought 
chocolate for the glrls, a local newspaper that said 'Boy saves 
sister 'from wild dogs!' and a nine franc crucifix. The man put 
the items in a paper bag, and with a curt nod tossed in a pack 
of gum for free. "Knew a nun once and boy could she chew gum .. tI 
She thanked him, unwrapped the pack, and offered him a stick. 
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IInOn I t mind if I do t" he said, throwing down the cigar. 
"Good afternoon, Sister." 
On the way home she slipped the crucifix out of the bag. 
It was three times the size of the silver one now on her wall. 
Jesus's skin was white as porcelain, and as shiney. His eyes 
were bright blue; red b~ads of blood rolled from a vivid 'wound 
in his side. 
"Ooh, he's ugly," said one of the girls next to her on 
the seat. How sophisticated they were already. 
Back at st. Maul' she came up behind Passek in the driveway 
and threw her right arm around the young woman's shoulders. 
"Agnes!" she said, "you f re going!" 
"Am I? Where?" 
lilt doesn't matter. Anywhere you'd like." 
Tentatively: "It'll be costly-." 
"Not .for us," said Letondeur. "You'll earn the money 
yourself. you1re leaving the convent." 
ill am?" 
"Don I t say anything yet. It I S a secret." 
"She I s too young to be settled here, If Letondeur began again 
that night at dinner. "She needs to see the world a bit." 
"What do you mean I too young? r If said Bujold. "I was 
seventeen when I took my vows." Letondeur looked at her, but 
let it pass. 
"That girl needs to travel. She wants a trip to Marseille 
or Italy - or Greece, that's what she needs. 1t 
"And I h d If d suppose s e nee s you to go with her? sai Sister 
Jacques. 
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Leave the order! Could she? Move in with Maryse? 
Gallivant across8urope with Passek in trains and busses? 
"No, not an old steamboat like me," said Letondeur. 
"Can we afford to send her?" said B~tut. 
, , 
"I think she'd better go on her own." 
"Are you suggesting she leave the order?" 
Letondeur pulled air into her lungs, looked calmly at them. 
Itr am indeed." They let her finish her meal in silence.. She 
excused herself and walked with stately posture from the 
c'afeteria. Her back was to them; she was grinning. 
The next morning she was planting radishes in the garden 
behind the parking lot. Agnes Passek had come to her room the 
nieht before to hug and thank her. Letondeur, plying the dirt. 
tried to hum a Requium she was fond of, but with little success. 
(She had agreed finally to leave the choir in peace, but the 
director, seeing her disappointment, had allowed her to stay on 
as page turner. That lasted until he realized she couldn't 
read music and knew to turn the page only by the panicky eyes 
of the organist.) Her spade was muddy; her glasses glided 
down her nose. She stood to poke them into place and allow 
the bones in her back to settle when she noticed a double file 
of nuns standing in front of the convent and Sister Jacques 
in the lead. shading her eyes with her hand like a scout. 
"Oh my Lord," said Letondeur. She guiltily dropped the spade 
and tramped over to the line in her ,garden galoshes .. 
saturday morning's library trip and she'd entirely forgotten. 
She borrowed a scarf from the cook who'd come to see them off 
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and hurried to her place in the front of the line, blowing air 
out of her cheeks in annoyance, like an engine. 
The staff said she was not herself lately. Some suggested 
she was becoming simple-minded. 
-Those at Home 
liT "t'I"'''m~''''o +" nn mlT be5=!t • ~.-~-~- -- -- ~J -
to love God and my country, 
to help other people every day, 
especially those at home. 
(The Brownie Promise) 
1. Marguerite 
December 
Marguerite Waymire spent saturday mornings at the downtown 
library reading history books, eating reese cups, and listening 
to the Beethoven symphonies on earphones like the University 
of Dayton students. The women on her block complimented her 
industry when they met at the A&P or garage sales. They 
recommended careers to her while selecting cottage cheese 
(everyone was dieting) or trying on raincoats. Mrs. Kobernuss 
knew a lady architect and suggested that as a likely field of 
study. "Lots of handsome archi t·ects, ft she hinted. "Oh, 1'm 
just making up for lost time," Marguerite always said • .It was 
a line from a Late Show movie in which a poor boy becomes a . 
defense lawyer. 
Marguerite carried her supplies to the library in a knap-
sack like the University of Dayton students. She skimmed from 
Hadrian's Wall to 1793 in .the first illustrated edition of 
"-
Civilizations East and West. A girl sitting nearby lent her 
index cards to take notes on. On the card that said French 
Revolution she sketched a picture of Robespierre. He had a 
" 
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small fluffy head and a pug nose. The book said he abolished 
black slavery and feudal taxes and dreamed of founding the 
Republic of Virtue. She regretted his execution. She tried 
to work I Thermidorean reaction' into her vocabulary on the 'use 
a word three times make it your own' theory (when her mother 
chased her brother Rudy for putting ketchup in the bird bath 
she said, "Mother could you try to be a bit less Thermidorean?" 
and startled them all) , but she gave it up when it provoked 
Francois of Chez Francois Hair Salon into muttering in French 
and wrenching the curlers out of her hair. 
At the end of the month, during a blizzard, her brother 
got married and went to Mexico for a honeymoon. 
January 
The women on her block began to remark to one another that 
Marguerite was a puzzlement. She never heard them exactly; 
she'd arrive as they were dispersing. They stopped inquiring 
/ 
about her academic progress and began to call her mother "your 
poor mother." "How is your poor mother today?" they said. 
It wasn't that they weren't fond of 1-1arguerite. "A lovely girl •. 
a talented girl," they cooed at her for years. When she was 
ten she'd had taps on her penny loafers and had performed for 
front porch audiences. Her mother's friends were proud when 
she made honor society in twelfth grade; they introduced her 
to their nephews and paper boys. But James had made $260 
bi-weekly from a packaging factory. When he and his wife moved 
to'Cincinnatti he left Marguerite and their mother with a five-
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room house and two younger kids. Old classmates were juniors 
at U.D. and Ohio state when the food bills began shooting up. 
Marguerite's mornings at the library were not productive. 
She put on a suit and eventually found a secretary job for the 
City Bureau of Housing Inspection. 
The lobby of the building was empty and windy. like a 
hospital corridor, with a tile floor and uniformed guards. 
A blind boy sold crackers and candy bars near the elevators. 
The men in the office spent the mornings in slum neighborhoods 
writing reports; they lunched with members of the Chamber of 
Commerce. The women spent the days typing and answering phones. 
They wore sweaters in the summer, they said, because the air-
condl ticming couldn I t be turned aOnTI. Sometimes the men 
brought back chocol~tes or glazed d.oughnuts for the secretaries, 
whom they called the girls. 
The housing inspectors said it was a hell of a friendly 
office. "Welcome aboard," they told her. Mr. Henley gave her 
, 
too many instructions when she typed his letters and rolled 
his hand around on her shoulder as she did them. Arlene was 
the office manager and was half a foot shorter than Marguerite; 
she wore her hair piled and tinted "to add inches," she said • 
. When Marguerite stood near her she understood why her sister 
Sheila, the tallest kid in her sixth grade class. was clumsy 
and shy. Ar1ene was agitated and efficient. She wore miniskirts 
and patent leather boots and often called to the housing in~pectors 
for help. Once she stood near an electrical outlet, fist on 
her hip, dangling a wire. "If I bend over in this short skirt 
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I just know everyone will look, II she said. Margueri te, being 
new to the office, had ambled over and plugged in the cord 
but no one had looked. 
On the first day that felt like The Thaw, Marguerite 
found Sheila's panty-hose in a bush in the front yard. 
February 
The women on her block stopped suspecting her motives. 
"That's our girl," they said when she told them her wages: 
$2.15 an hour. They began to tell her stories about hubbies 
and femmes fatales. At Chez Francois, they'd feel their way 
to her side through the sauna of hair spray to tell about a 
woman named Dolores who hung out at Martino's, a downtown bar. 
She was fast and foul-mouthed, they said, and probably from 
California. Marguerite had been to- Martino's but without 
sighting Dolores. Once a drunk red-haired woman fell siaeways 
off her barstool into the lap of a crew~cut man in a Fox 
Cleaners bowling league shirt. "Is that Dolores?" she whispered 
but her date Tony, who had grey hair in his sideburns and drap~ 
only Black Russians, said "Hell no, THAT's not Dolores." 
Her brother James, home on his first visit and still sunburned 
from Mexico, said he'd once seen Dolores in a bikini dress at 
aU. D. basketball game. "She's not your kind of girl t Margueri te, " 
he said. 
Marguerite admlred Dolores and would have liked to go to 
California. But Friday afternoons at Chez Francois, the women 
from her block grabbed her hand and said she must keep a tight 
watch on her man when she got married. 
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y.Farch 
Sheila came home in the afternoons with cigarettes on her 
breath or chewing spearmint gum to kill the smell. Marguerite 
figured out she kept jeans at a friend's house and changed on 
the way to school in the mornings. 
Marguerite wrote letters on blue stationary decorated with 
wrestling puppies to her best friend Carole who'd moved to 
Maryland in eleventh grade. Carolers letters were boring. For 
15 months they'd been about her boyfriend John in Viet Nam. 
Now they were about her fiance John at work and in night-school. 
-
Carole's letters figured out his take-home pay and counted 
the books he was reading. Carole, like the women at the grocery 
c::o~1nn -----., wondered whether Marguerite 
have a boyfriend. 
Marguerite invented Lance. 
It was sleeting after work and Marguerite refused,. as she 
did every Friday, the other secretaries' offers of a quick stop 
at a bar and M~. Henley's offer of a lift, for a quick stop 
heaven knew where. She ran the two blocks to the bus stop but 
tore her hose on another passenger's umbrella. Her skin puffed 
through the rip like a long welt. She had a library book with 
her about two cousins Visiting country relatives in Ireland 
and COincidentally meeting two farmers with aristocratic last 
names and romantic limps. A perfume-doused woman settled next 
to her and told her about arthritis. 
She left her wet shoes and hose on the rubber mat inside 
the front door and flinched across a kitchen floor sticky with 
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sugar and beer. She turned on the radio and bounced her 
stomach in Md out wi th the music. In the c~binet over the 
stove one bottle of bourbon remained from James's wedding. 
She touched it with her fingertips, maneuvered it down. 
Giddy with decadence, she pulled the drap~s, sat on the sofa, 
and took a first gulp. 
When Sheila came through the front door at 6:30, Marguerite, 
was hugging a pillow on her chest and crying. Sheila. deeply 
surprised, turned down the radio • 
.l\fargueri te had written eight pages to Carole on the yellow 
stationary with the flower petals tumbling down one side of 
the page. She had borrowed a last name - Delacroix - from the 
Ii ural',}' book, but the first name - Lance - was her idea. 
He was from Argentina. His parents had smuggled him 
onto an ocean liner when he was ten to go live with relatives 
in New York City. The relatives had not been at the harbor when 
--
he landed; whether they had received. his parents t letters, 
whether there were, in fact, New York relatives, he never knew. 
He lived for months in the streets, stealing fruit from vendors 
and sl'eeping on fire escapes. One snowy night he crept into 
the cloakroom of a French restaurant and stood for a while 
with his face and chest inside hanging fur coats. The 
attendant came with a claim check for the particular coat he 
was standing in and was about to toss him back under the counter 
when the owner of the coat expressed interest in its occupant 
as well. Mr. Elias, a wealthy lawyer and widower from Washington, 
D.C. was touched. He adopted the child. 
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Lance received, Marguerite wrote, a f~bulous education. 
He went to prep sChool, college. and graduate school. He 
played chess and tennis, wore 3-piece suits, and went on 
European vacations with his adopted father. He mailed presents 
to his old parents in Argentlna and sent a younger sister to 
school in California. 
He had come to Dayton - this was a tri'cky part to do 
aerospace research at Wright Patterson Air Force base; He was 
a physicist. They met - here Marguerite got up to put away 
the bourbon and wash her face. Her layered haircut looked 
shaggy. She trimmed it above her ears and eyebrows with manicure 
scissors and shoved the scale under the radiator with her foot. 
They met in her building. He was presenting a paper to a 
statewide civil air defense committee in the conference room 
on the top floor. They met in the fifth floor snack bar •. She 
was just ahead of him in line, buying peanutbutter crackers . 
for the women in the office. She asked him about the strange 
medallion around his neck. It was an Argentine saint, he said, 
and invited her to join him in a cup of coffee. "Do you think 
there's room for two?" she said. It was new to him. Dark hair 
and eyes, flashing teeth, thin, wearing a thin white blouse 
unbuttoned halfway down, HE looked like an Argentine saint, she 
wrote Carole. 
By the time Sheila got home to turn down the radio and 
start dinner t Margueri te was no longer dru.Ylk •. vliId-eyed and 
eXhausted, she stopped coughing and nodding her head over the 
pillow. She folded the letter, si&~ing, and went upstairs. 
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April 
The housing inspectors sponsored an office farewell party 
for Sue Ann who was pregnant. Everyone ate sugar-dusted 
bakery cookies off scallopped napkins and drank Coke from 
paper cups. Marguerite gave Sue Ann a gift ... wrapped jar of 
pickles for a joke. Mr. Henley slapped his desk in laughter and 
shook his head at her. After +.unch, w:hen Sue Ann was gone with 
lipstick kisses on her cheeks and a shopping bag of presents, 
Arlene made half a dozen trips to the xerox machtne near 
Marguerite's desk and finally stopped to whisper that Sue Ann 
wasn't married and didn't want the kid anyway. 
The current issue in Marguerite's letters to Carole was 
whether to accept the diamond ring Lance urged on her. It was 
a stone of his great-grandmother's. She wasn't sure she was 
ready for such a commitment. Carole had been amazed "by the 
first letters. She wanted photographs and corroborating 
witnesses. "It has to be kept secret, no one knows but you," 
Marguerite told her. Lance was Catholic and a foreigner, she 
couldn't bring him home as simply as Carole had brought John. 
And his 'religion forbade photographs. They believed graven 
images an ill omen. Marguerite neatly guided Carole through 
their courtship. Once, after a quarrel, Lance flew back to 
Argentina for good. Carole wrote b~Ck sympathetically, secretly 
triumphant, Marguerite was sure. By the end of April Carole was 
convinced. Her letters pleaded with Marguerite to accept the 
ring. She had her eye on a model home near her neighborhood 
should Marguerite and Lance elect to move to Baltimore. 
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Ii t h ~ h t He'd stand Mr. Henley threw paper c ps a eL c es • 
several feet in front of her desk, select paper-clips from 
the top of the xerox machine, and pretend to aim for her drawer. 
"Just cleaning Up,1I he'd say cheerfully. "You girls ought to 
thank me." 
"I don I t see you cleaning up your own' desk," said Arlene. 
"Bulls-eye!" said Henley. Marguerite slammed her drawer. 
Marguerite returned the last of the library books; she 
didn't have time to study them. She dropped Thermidorean 
reaction from her vocabulary, but, mindful that reform begins 
at home, she founded a private Republic of Virtue. It was 
lare;ely IH1deflned.. Mr" Hen1 ey wasn r t in itt nor were the 
University of Dayton students. 
She suspected Lance Delacroix wasn't in it either. 
No one she knew was in the Republic of Virtue, except 
perhaps Dolores, whom she'd never met. 
Marguerite found a clique of girls from her graduating 
class who spent saturday afternoons under the No Running sign 
at a neighborhood pool. She'd never been close to them during 
high school but the years had confused their social differences. 
Reluctantly at first, she began to freque~t the poolside. Ru~y 
and Sheila were excited. They put on thongs and diving masks 
and went yelling around the house for beach towels. 
The girls ate french fries and ice cream bars and tossed 
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around magazines that eventually landed in warm puddles and 
came apart. They read historical novels and went to doctors 
for diet plans. Some of them only waded in the baby pool with 
their children and dried off their legs carefully when they got 
back. Sandy Paine coached basketball at a local highschool; 
when she swam she smashed throggh the water grinning and no one 
could beat her. Marian Powers sold jewelry in the bargain 
basement of Rikes department store. Sometimes her rings came 
apart underwater and the skinny ten-year-olds dived for them. 
Marguerite watched Sheila and Rudy topple off the'high board. 
She closed her eyes in the heat and hoped they didn't kill 
themselves .. 
Max Applegate had two dauschunds named Fritz and Spitz, 
a croquet course and grill in his backyard, and a marble-fire-
place with camel's hair pillows. When he went on dates with 
Marguerite he trimmed his beard beforehand and made reservations 
to places he was known. He opened the car door for her coming 
and going and she never could beat him to it because the right 
side of his Porsch had been nicked by a garbage truck and the 
door stuck. He put his arm around the back of her chair in 
movies and called kissing 'smooching.' 
The girls at the pool had introduced them. They sat in a 
maze of chairs, drenched themselves with oil till they were as 
slippery as Italian salad, and pitched cups of smooth-sucked 
-ice at each other. They noticed Max Applegate silently banging 
his way through the water, drinking, at regular intervals, cups 
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of something he brought in a thermos, and reading, quite alone, 
the community newspaper with the bicycle accidents and gardening 
awards. "What you got in that thermos?" they yelled finally, 
hoping for something exotic like tequila. Kool-aid. They 
invi ted him over anyway. Their husbands were playing so'ftball; 
no, 'Max didn I t play. He formally removed his towel and sunglass 
case from the chair under the umbrella to a spot on the cement 
near the No Running sign. 
Marguerite surprised him by being able to lift one of the 
barbells in his basement and, though she declined, he suspected 
her capable of chinning herself on his gymnastic apparatus. 
She surprised him by having heard of Handel's Messiah. 
She was not wlaw~re of his feelings for her but she 
effectively ignored them. 
2. Marguerite and Sheila 
July, Saturday morning 
Sheila sat barefoot in the kitchen reading the funny paper 
and picking icing off a sara Lee coffee-cake till noon. When 
Marguerite began making good money, it looked like she stopped 
doing the Friday supper dishes. Sheila had waked up late , .. pulled 
on shorts and a T-shirt, and come downstairs hungry. She sponged 
through the kitchen clutter tragically, feeling about as Useful 
as a screen door in the winter. James had left home for good, 
Margueri te was working, and Rudy wouldn't shut up. Upete and 
Repeat were in a boat. Pete fell out. Wh'o was left?" 
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"Can It' a human being have breakfast in peace?" she said. 
rt was her new expression and it annoyed her mother, though 
it didn't annoy her mother as much as her leaving her gym 
shoes in the living room or not going to parties. "r'm not 
annoyed, r'm worried," her mother told her mysteriously_ 
"r 1m worried about you, ". Sheila told Rudy. He was fat, eight, 
red-haired. 
She gave him some batting practice in the front yard, then 
helped him haul a stack of old Superman comics up from the 
basement. They were thick with dampness and yellow like old 
documents. Spiders lived in them. Rudy fried himself a hot dog 
and held it in a paper towel. He got the comics greasy_ He 
brought two tembling papercups of lukewarm lemonade to the front 
porch for him and Sheila and went back for Hershy bars. 
"you're getting fat," she said, but he was absorbed py the 
ingenuity of Lex Luther. His lips were wet and open, he played 
with the back of his hair. 
Sheila went to the backyard to visit Marguerite who was sun-
bathing in a iawn chair. A woman's woeful voice was on the 
transistor and Marguerite had just done her nails. She had colors 
called 'Apricot' and 'Angels Breath' from the salon. Marguerite 
had the habit of calling her B~by. It came from the years, she 
guessed, before Rudy was born, when she was the one tottering 
around, bumping her lips against the coffee table, like he did 
for an unreasonable number of years. 
"Get your finger out of your ear,. baby," Marguerite said. 
Sheila sat on the rim of the sandbox to watch her. 
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Marguerite turned the pages of a fashion magazine like she 
was handling eggshells though her fingers were dry_ Her legs 
were large and paste-white and stuck allover with tiny pin-hairs. 
Sheila squinted so the hot light made Marguerite beautiful. 
Margueri te let the magazine flop over. "What does one DO· for 
amusement in this town?" Sheila knew it was what you said when 
you were gorgeous and trapped. 
"You and me and Rudy could go to the pool," she said. She 
took her finger out of her ear without having reaChed the gnat 
or grape seed or whatever was rasping her eardrum, not wanting-
to skew her· appeal. 
Marguerite's thighs were like plastic against the hot chair. 
"I'm sick of going to the pool," she said. She went back to 
reading her magazine. 
Sheila stood and brushed the grit -from her legs and-went 
to tell Rudy they weren't going again. 
She couldn't find him. She stretched out in the front yard, 
stuck her hands under her head, and chewed grass like Davy 
Crockett. Her mother said it was unladylike and, furthermore, 
unhealthy. 
The neighborhood was flooded with summer. Birds and seeds 
swirled out of the trees into the rising air. Across the street 
women with glasses of iced tea and sunglasses sat in a circle of 
folding chairs. They dispensed peppermints and kleenexes to the 
tricyclists. Sheila tried to avoid them because they always made 
her stand in front of them while they asked "ls Marguerite seeing 
anyone, II or, forgetting her age, "Are you planning for college?" 
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Then she knew where ~udy was; she heard the high scrape 
and grind of his wheels. The womens' hands went to their ears. 
Posed sideways on Sheila's skateboard, he rounded the curve at 
the top of the street. He waved diplomatically, glided past. 
She watched his form,not bad for a fat kid, and set a can of 
axle grease on the front porch for him. 
Light glinted off the eyeglasses and brooches of the tea-
sipping women. Sheila walked barefoot up the scorched street 
as unattached to the women and the neighborhood as the helium 
balloon she once saw drifting down the street above their heads. 
The kids hadn~t been able to stop it, anymore than theytd been 
able to catch the wild parakeet who had come to sit on the 
Kobernusses' back~yard fence. Mrs. Kobernuss had rushed out 
J 
with a tin bird-cage and tiptoed after the bird saying Perch! 
Perch! in falsetto. The parakeet had flown with a rush of 
sparrows. " . . " That pQor thing- s~going to starve, Mrs .. Kobernuss 
told the fleet of amazed children in her driveway_ She scanned 
the sky for a spark of green. The kids weren't amazed by the 
bird - Timmie Blase had seen a deer on his front yard one early 
morning - but because they'd never seen Mrs. Kobernuss. or 
anyone's mother for that matter, in' a see-through nightgown 
before. 
Marguerite threw the magazine at the house. 
She was wet and dizzy with sweat when she went inside. She 
L 
Checked on the table for mail and in the mirror for a tan, 
fOll..Yld neither. 
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She showered and sang. That afternoon was Max Applegate's 
annual end-of-the-summer backyard barbecue. She put on a cotton 
pantsuit and a necklace and added a flourish of mascara for 
subtlety. 
Afternoon 
"When I'm sixteen I'm buying a motorcycle," Sheila said. 
She wore a boy scout canteen and a walkie-talkie. She and Rudy 
were on their stomachs in a vacant lot two houses down from their 
house. The walkie-talkie was on loan from Marshall Miller who'd 
gone to summer camp at the ocean. Everyone was in summer camp, 
or else they wera in their family rooms with the drapes closed, 
watching the afternoon movies. Too bad it was too early for 
the buckeye wars - the buckeyes hadn't even started falling and 
the lunchboxes in which they'd be transported weren't in the 
dime stores yet. 
"When I'm sixteen 11m buying a tank, "said Rudy. He had a. 
partially disabled bazooka gun which, in its prime,ha.d fired 
ten different kinds of bullets and grenades. Now they poured 
dirt and rocks into its nozzle and shot through a fence to annoy 
the poodle next door. 
"You've got your whole life to go till you're sixteen. You 
got to live as long as you already lived." 
"Do not," he said placidly and wandered home for lunch. 
Sheila remembered the ocean from a family trip to Atlantic 
City five years before. She had gripped a bannister near the 
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water but they had made her go to a restaura~t with a red neon 
lobster in the sky above it. The'd eaten something slimy and 
gotten sick. The next day she'd lain on a blanket in the back 
of the station wagon and Rudy had stuffed himself with Ritz 
crackers all the way to New York City. They'd driven over a 
bridge that looked like a steel dinosaur resting its tail on 
one bank and its neck on the other. 
At night the highway cars sounded like the waves. 
She liked to think about Marshall Miller at the ocean. She 
had tried to contact him with the walkie-talkie; she didn't know 
if he didn1t have his turned on or if he was too far away. Did 
people really swim in salt water? Her mother made them gargle 
it for sore throats. 
Goin'g to the ocean sounded like a lot better idea than 
going to high school. 
Th~y were the only unmarried couple at the barbecue. 
Marguerite was supposed to serve drinks to Max's friends 
while he showed their wives his pewter kitChenware, his library, 
and his painting by an obscure individual he preferred to call 
simply "the next American van Gogh.,1I . Then she was supposed to 
sit at the picniC table with the wives while Max and the boys 
played frisbee. His friends winked at her a lot. One woman 
. 
said~ "Welve always been so fond of Max." Marguerite didn't 
understand until another wife handed her a hamburger and said, 
"Max tells us he's thinking of the Swiss Alps for your honeymoon." 
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Marguerite asked for a potato salad recipe and amused them 
by telling of her sister Sheila's unusual habit of swallowing 
ice cubes whole. She obediently jotted down the name of an 
Ear, Nose, and Throat specialist in C1ncinnatti. She refused 
second helpings of everything, left it to the wives to Saran-
wrap the leftovers, and went home early saying she had a .headache. 
Evening 
She wrote Carole a postcard: "I made it all up. You 
can hate me if you want to." 
Max Applegate was not in the Republic of Virtue and 
neither were the girls at the pool. Neither were the women on 
her street and certainly Lance De1acroix was not. 
She mailed the postcard, sat on the front steps of her 
house and pinched paint off the steps. The air was warm like 
air from a mouth. She ploughed her fingers along her head, 
brought the heel of her hand to rest in her eye. There were 
r fireflies and the little kids, Rudy, and Sheila. were roaring 
in the bushes. If she were Witch Hazel tonight, like the years 
when James followed her drooling, dragging a filthy wood duck 
with a string around its neck for a pet, she'd stir up her hair 
and widen her eyes and draw parehts to the windows with her 
screams. She'd been the star of the night games, especially 
when her mother got switched to the late shift at the T~co House. 
She'd hurtle from behind the dead car on their front yard armed 
with terrible grimaces until the panic on the others' faces 
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scared her. 
She was less excitable now, she supposed. Or tired. It 
reminded her of her mother at the matinee horror show. While the 
kids hooted and wrung their hands and choked on their popcorn 
they were so frightened, her mother merely crossed and uncrossed 
her legs in the aisle and smoked a Cigarette when the usher 
wasn • t looking. 
The thing about .this ~epublic of Virtue, which had surpassed 
daydreams of Lance in importance, was tha·t it no longer seemed 
impossible. Sheld thought about it until the inconsistency 
between it and her life made her miserable, made her lonely. 
It didn't have to look radically different. She would have 
welcomed a better air cooling system in the office, certainly, 
and would have been the first to appreciate more city parks. 
The chief thing about the Republic of Virtue was that it yould 
have accommodated her crossing her legs on top of her desk like 
Mr. Henley or showing up at her friends' husbands' games wearing 
a first baseman's mit. In the Republic of Virtue she would 
have opened her own damn car doors. 
Sheila squatted in a cellar Window-well. She heard the 
, 
others screeching far off, then felt them padding through the 
grass nearby. They COUldn't find her.· 
A yellow moon hung low over the gas station at the end of 
her street. The trees moved thickly with heat. What if she 
climbed up the antenna onto the roof like she and Rudy did when 
no one was home, and stretched out under that moon like Marguerite 
r::"; 
)1 
at the pool? Her skin would be butter-colored~ like the back 
of a snail. like a pumpkin seed. She'd call it moonshine. 
They were yelling Sheila!, stomping around in the driveway. 
Her knees were getting stiff and ~he was cold. She howled once 
to give them a clue. They took the basketball out of the garage 
and pounded it on the cement and against the house. They kept 
it from Rudy because she heard him whining. She heard them 
catching fireflies~ Names were called from far up the street 
and then it was pretty quiet and she heard the cr1ckets again. 
Whe'n Rudy was 11 ttle he thought they were the sound the stars 
made. 
After a long time she heard ~udy hiccupping nearby so she 
said hello. He was delighted and helped her out of the window 
well .. "Mama's mad cause you're not acting like a lady again," 
he said so she grabbed his arm and they went home fast. 
